Programme Guide

CEO’s Foreword

Dear Partners and Friends,
Welcome to the HDB Professional Engagement and Knowledge-Sharing (PEAK) Forum
2019. We are heartened by your strong support.
This year, the Forum focuses on “Driving Greater Productivity through Innovation”. As
the largest housing developer in Singapore, HDB has been harnessing technology to raise
productivity, improving our planning, design, and construction processes.

Dr Cheong Koon Hean
Chief Executive Officer
Housing & Development Board

Research and innovation also continue to be a top priority in HDB in providing a quality
living environment for its residents. With the adoption of game-changing innovations
and technologies, such as Design for Manufacturing Assembly (DfMA), we have been
continually enhancing construction productivity. In recent years, HDB has also partnered
institutes of higher learning, private companies, and industry partners in our mission to
drive productivity. Many of these collaborations could potentially reap rewards in terms
of time savings, site productivity, and safety, if they are successful and implemented on a
wider scale. Beyond this, we are constantly on the lookout to find new ways and pioneer
cutting edge technologies to build homes better, faster and safer.
Our keynote speaker, Professor Thomas Bock, will share developments in the field of
robotics and autonomous systems, and what this means for Singapore. A thought leader
with decades of experience in construction automation and robotics, he is also part of the
Sustainable Built Environment Strategic Research Panel, providing insights on emerging
global trends and challenges, and advising on promising research areas for the built
environment.
Our second speaker is Er. Dr Johnny Wong, Group Director for HDB’s Building & Research
Institute. Er. Dr Wong leads our efforts in spearheading solutions to create a more
sustainable and better living environment, and serves as the Chief Technology Officer/
Senior Director (Research & Development) in the Ministry of National Development, where
he works to fulfil the Ministry’s broader goals in driving technology R&D for the Built
Environment. Er. Dr Wong will touch on some of the new Smart Integrated Digital Design
initiatives that HDB has been driving in recent years.
We are also pleased to have invited Mr Zhang Lei, who is from the China Academy of
Building Research (CABR). His team is building Building Information Modelling (BIM)based digital city solutions, by integrating cloud computing, the Internet of Things, and
big data technology. CABR is also HDB’s strategic research partner, and he will share with
us their latest city information modelling project for Xiamen City.
We will also have Dr Christopher Lee share about his award winning project, Oasis Terraces,
and how this new generation neighbourhood centre in Punggol offers the possibility of
a new typology that allows communal spaces to take centre stage. Lastly, Mr Manuel
Der Hagopian and Ar. Joseph Lau will share what makes their public housing project,
Tampines GreenRidges, with its green linear space and melding of the landscape with the
surrounding blocks, an award winner this year.
I hope you will find this year’s programme interesting and useful, and wish all of you a
rewarding and productive Forum ahead. I look forward to our continued partnership to
create well-designed and quality homes for our residents.

Time

Event

8:15am

Registration

9:00am

Opening Address by HDB Chief Executive Officer

9:10am

Topic 1 - Construction Automation and Robotics for Singapore’s Future

9:40am

Topic 2 - HDB Engineering Transformation Journey Driving Productivity Excellence for Public Housing

Refreshment will be served
Guest to be seated by 8.50am
Dr Cheong Koon Hean

Keynote Speaker: Professor Thomas Bock
Chair Professor for Building Realisation and Technological University of Munich, Cofounder and Director of the International Association for Automation and Robotics in
Construction (IAARC)

HDB Speaker: Er. Dr Johnny Wong
Group Director, Building & Research Institute
Housing & Development Board

10:10am

Tea Break

10:40am

Topic 3 - Research and Practice of BIM Approval and Digital City in China

11:10am

Topic 4 – Presentation by Award Winner

11:35am

Topic 5 - Presentation by Award Winner

12:00pm

End of Seminar

Guest Speaker: Mr Zhang Lei
BIM Platform R&D Department Manager
China Academy of Building Research (CABR)
Oasis Terraces
i) Dr Christopher Lee

Tampines GreenRidges
i) Mr Manuel Der Hagopian
ii) Ar. Joseph Lau Tse Kit

1:30pm

Site Visit

5:30pm

End of Event

HDB Centre of Building Research (CBR), Oasis Terraces & Tampines GreenRidges

SYNOPSIS &
SPEAKERS
Topic 1: Construction Automation and Robotics for Singapore’s Future
Singapore will encounter various challenges that will impact the construction industry in future. These could be
overcome through the use of robotics and autonomous systems that will be able to support the lack of construction
workers. Through robotic customisation for prefabrication, on-site construction robots and exoskeletons suits, the
construction process can be made more efficient and safer. From the initial lifecycle of the building, prefabricated
modularised sub-systems can be robotically delivered, installed and maintained; and when the building lifecycle
expires, these sub-systems can be disassembled.
Find out from Professor Bock how autonomous systems within buildings and homes could support the elderly or the
physically challenged in living independently through ambient integrated robotics and mechatronic furniture. He will
also share the prevalence of autonomous systems throughout the entire lifecycle of the building, from its construction
to continuous maintenance in the future.

Professor Thomas Bock
Chair Professor for Building Realisation and Technological University of Munich,
Co-founder and Director of the International Association for
Automation and Robotics in Construction (IAARC)

Professor Thomas Bock has dedicated more than 38 years of research on automation
and robotics in construction. He has designed and developed the use of robotics in
construction planning, on-site prefabrication, building maintenance, renovation, and
demolition. A further area of specialisation is his notion of “life support systems”.
This is inspired by space stations to empower the elderly for independent life, work
and mobility though the use of robotics. In 2017, he was awarded the Eugen and
Ilse Seibold Prize by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for pioneering research in
construction robotics.
Professor Bock studied architecture at the University of Stuttgart, high rise structures
and design at the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, and completed his
doctorate on construction robotics at the University of Tokyo. At the French National
Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS - Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique)
Professor Bock established the first European construction robotics commission. In
1989, he attained his professorship for automation in construction management at
Karlsruhe University, and in 1997, was appointed as the chair professor for building
realisation and robotics at the Technical University of Munich.
Professor Bock holds various honorary and visiting professorships, doctorship,
fellowships, visiting and special assigned professorships. He is also the co-founder and
director of the International Association for Automation and Robotics in Construction,
as well as a member of several academies globally, including the Asian Habitat Society,
He has co-authored about 500 articles in English, French, Japanese, Russian, and
German, and had been involved in editing several journals such as ’Automation in
Construction’, ’Innovation in Construction’, ’Construction Robotics’ etc. In addition,
Professor Bock has published the first worldwide book series on construction robotics
with Cambridge University Press in 2015.
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Topic 2: HDB Engineering Transformation Journey Driving Productivity Excellence for Public Housing
Since its inception in 1960, the Housing & Development Board (HDB) has consistently been at the forefront of
construction productivity. Through its scale, HDB has been able to set new industry standards and grow the local
precast ecosystem. To further reduce reliance on foreign construction manpower for its development works, it is
crucial for HDB to continue driving new ideas and innovations through its research efforts, and work with local
industry players to build up new capabilities and tech solutions, and raise construction productivity.
Beyond the construction of new flats, the maintenance of buildings is also becoming a paramount task as HDB’s
large building stock and related infrastructure continue to age. This has prompted HDB to develop new tools that will
enhance the productivity of maintenance and facilities management. Some of the Smart Integrated Digital Design
(IDD) initiatives that Dr Johnny Wong will be highlighting include the use of Building Information Modelling (BIM), the
development of the Integrated Building Information System, 3D Concrete Printing, New Prefabricated Prefinished
Volumetric Construction (PPVC) concepts, Smart Cranes, and the use of Drones and advanced Visual Analytics.

Er. Dr Johnny Wong
Chief Technology Officer/Senior Director (Research & Development)
Ministry of National Development
Group Director, Building & Research Institute, Housing & Development Board

As the Group Director of Building & Research Institute (BRI), a research set-up under
the Housing & Development Board (HDB) of Singapore, Dr Wong is responsible for
leading HDB’s efforts in spearheading innovative and cost effective solutions to create a
better living environment and achieve greater sustainability. Some of the key initiatives
that he has spearheaded include the formulation of the HDB Smart Town framework,
deployment of solar energy systems in public housing, advanced prefabrication
technology and setting of up multi-disciplinary design arm of HDB to advance design
innovation and integration of advanced building technologies. Dr Wong was also
instrumental in the formation of a comprehensive framework to guide the development
of Punggol Eco-Town. Additionally, Dr Wong serves as the Chief Technology Officer/
Senior Director (R&D) in the Ministry of National Development, where he works to fulfil
the Ministry’s broader goals in driving technology R&D for the Built Environment. He is
also a Board Member of the Professional Engineers Board.
Dr Wong graduated with a first-class honours degree in Bachelor of Engineering in
1993 from the University of Sheffield, United Kingdom, and obtained a Ph.D in Civil &
Structural Engineering from the same University in 1997.
With notable contributions to his field of work as a Professional Engineer, Dr Wong has
been conferred several awards including the Henry-Boot Award, Laverick-WebsterHewitt Award, the Institute of Civil Engineers Award and Public Administration Medal
(Silver), in recognition of his contributions to the Construction Industry as well as
the Public Sector. In driving Singapore’s Smart Nation agenda, Dr Wong co-chairs
an inter-agency working committee to spearhead Smart town efforts, which aims to
leverage smart technologies to make HDB towns and estates more liveable, efficient,
and sustainable.
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Topic 3: Research and Practice of BIM Approval and Digital City in China
China has strongly promoted BIM applications in its construction industry since 2011. ‘Digital China’ was announced
in 2017 as a national strategy to promote digital technology in every industry. To support ‘Digital China’, the CABR
is responsible for resolving technical issues on BIM applications and defining design standards for BIM in the
construction industry. The result is an improvement to the quality and productivity of managing and constructing
developments.
Having 8 years of experience in the R&D of BIM platform, CABR has developed a new public data format that
addresses the issues with data sharing across different platforms and an approval system based on BIM. With the
standards established for China’s industry use, Mr Zhang will be sharing the processes and challenges encountered
during the development of the pilot BIM projects in Xiong’an New Area and Xiamen City.

Mr Zhang Lei
BIM Platform R&D Department Manager
China Academy of Building Research (CABR)

Mr Zhang Lei has more than 20 years of experience in data framework and system
development of architectural engineering software, specialising in the research
and practice of 3D graphics platform, 3D engineering design software, BIM data
and related applications such as BIM based planning and construction system.
Mr Zhang is a BIM platform leader and leads the R&D team to e research and
develop the Xiong’an digital planning and construction platform, Xiamen BIM
based planning and construction application system, and the XDB* data format.
*XDB is a standard data format for BIM model delivery
Graduating from Beijing University of Technology in 1992 with a degree in architecture,
Mr Zhang is a BIM Platform R&D Department Manager in Glory Technology Co. Ltd,
China Academy of Building Research and a member of the China Urban Science
Association. Mr Zhang has worked on the national standard for the management of
information for BIM by using Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) as the basis of the
framework of standards. This is the first national BIM standard in China, for collaborative
data management of Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC).
In addition, Mr Zhang participates in many national and ministerial research projects,
that has greatly contributed to the BIM development in China. Some of these
projects include, “Development and Application of 3D Design System for Engineering
Construction Industry Based on Domestic 3D Core Energy”, “BIM Graphics Supporting
Platform Research”, “BIM Data Center and Collaborative Design Platform”, “Research
and Development of Green Building Design and Evaluation Software”, “Development
of Chinese Classical Architectural Design Software”, etc.
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Topic 4: A Common Framework: fostering communal spaces in the city
As a symptom of the over commercialisation of architecture in developmental cities, communal spaces and public
architecture are in retreat. With increasing densification of cities and heightened demands for communal activities
and public spaces, there is an urgency in conceiving an architecture that is accommodative and responsive to these
needs. Oasis Terraces, HDB’s new generation of neighbourhood centre in Punggol, offers the possibility of a new
typology that allows communal spaces to take centre stage.
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Dr Christopher Lee on Oasis Terrace
Co-founder and principal of Serie Architects London, Mumbai and Singapore

Dr Christopher Lee is the co-founder and principal of Serie Architects London, Mumbai
and Singapore; and leads the design of Serie across all 3 offices. His research, writings
and teaching on the embedded intelligence and cultural values of building types
underpins the work of the practice.
Dr Lee previously served as an Associate Professor in Practice of Urban Design at
Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design (GSD) from 2012-2018 and was a
Design Critic at the GSD (2011-2012). In 2017, Dr Lee was appointed as a London
Mayor’s Design Advocate to work on the Good Growth by Design programme
addressing the key challenges faced by London’s built environment. Prior to that,
Dr Lee was the Director of the Architectural Association School of Architecture (AA)
Projective Cities Master of Philosophy (MPhil) Programme (2010-2012) and AA Diploma
and Intermediate Unit Master (2002-2009).
Dr Lee graduated from AA with a Diploma (Honors) in 1997, received the RIBA
President’s Medal Commendation Award and his Doctor of Philosophy in Architecture
and Urbanism from the Berlage Institute at the Delft University of Technology in the
Netherlands in 2012. Dr Lee’s distinctive and contextual designs have been recognized
through many prestigious awards, including the BD Young Architect of the Year Award,
Architectural Record Design Vanguard and the Leading European Architects Review’s
10 visionary architects for the new decade. He has worked on a string of high profile,
civic and cultural buildings won through international competition, including the new
Singapore State Courts Complex, the new School of Design & Environment in the
National University of Singapore, HDB’s Punggol Neighbourhood Centre & Polyclinic
(Oasis Terraces), the Jameel Art Centre in Dubai and the Bayt Al-Fann Jameel in
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
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Topic 5: Tampines GreenRidges
Tampines GreenRidges is the first housing parcel in Tampines North, a new extension of Tampines Town. Sewing in
with the larger urban concept of “the Green Tapestry” of Tampines Town, Tampines GreenRidges is design for tranquil
living in a park. As part of a comprehensive network of green spaces, a green, well-shaded linear space runs through
the development, and links the residents to the future Boulevard Park. With residential blocks of varying heights and
twisting green strips across the façade, the image resembles mountain ridges. In addition, the gradient colours from
green to white serve as integral melding of the landscape with the surrounding blocks. With this chromatic urban
fresco, a dynamic streetscape is produced, contributing to the overall identity of Tampines North.
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Mr Manuel Der Hagopian
Founding partner of group8 architects
Co-founder and Partner at Group8 Asia (G8A)

Mr Manuel Der Hagopian (born in 1971 in Geneva, Switzerland) graduated from the
Geneva Institute of Architecture, Geneva, Switzerland (IAUG) and Belleville School
of Architecture, Paris (ENSAPB) with a degree in Architecture. A founding partner
of group8 architects, established in Geneva in 2000, he is also a Co-founder and
Partner at Group8 Asia (G8A), where he is in charge of operations at the Singapore
office and co-manages the offices in Geneva, Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. His main
responsibilities include design direction, conceptual design and project management.
Through G8A’s think tank, he is currently pursuing his strong interest in the impact of
a rapidly growing population on the residential housing situation in South East Asia.
Since 2015, he has been a guest professor at Singapore University of Technology and
Design (SUTD), where he aims to strengthen the transfer of architectural and design
knowledge between Singapore and Switzerland.

Ar. Joseph Lau Tse Kit
Managing Director of LAUD Architects Pte Ltd

Ar. Joseph Lau has been in practice for 46 years and is currently the Managing Director
of LAUD Architects Pte Ltd, a firm he co-founded in 2004 with Ar. Ho Tzu Yin, Ar.
Melvin Tan Hua Jin and Mr Jason Bok. LAUD Architects is an award-winning boutique
practice that is constantly exploring the boundaries of architectural design. LAUD
has received several awards for their endeavours, including SIA Design Awards, HDB
Design Awards, Finalists in World Architecture Festival and most notably a Singapore
President Design Award for their project, DECK.
Joseph had previously served actively in various professional capacities on various
bodies, including the Board of Architects Investigation Committee, Chief Examiner
(Professional Practice Examination), SIA Council & Sub-committees, BCA Steering
Committees, HDB Architectural Design Panel and Construction Excellence Awards
Evaluation Panel.
In addition, Joseph is passionate about developing the next generation. Besides
grooming the young architects in the firm, he serves as an external tutor & examiner
for Architecture in the School of Design and Environment in NUS and BCA Academy
and is an external examiner & advisor to Temasek Polytechnic School of Design.
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